2004-05 Scholarships Awarded

UB Law Forum
Scholarship awards help our students

The following scholarships were awarded in the academic year 2003-04 by generous alumni and friends. Their gifts enable our law students to pursue their goal of graduating from Law School, and help the School retain worthy students regardless of their current financial status.

We are grateful to our benefactors for allowing us to provide a legal education to many talented, hard-working students who would not have had the opportunity to enroll in law school were it not for their generosity.

Varkis A. Baligian and Hon. Jacqueline M. Koshian Scholarship
Aikdana K. Nurgaliyeva '04

Joshua Mark Birzon Scholarships
Nicholle Dragone '05
Joshua Korman '05
Kim-Alla Swanton '05

Henry Box Scholarships
Lora E. Como '06
Candice E. McCrory '06
Katherine E. Olmstead '06
Dena L. Rappa '06
Jason R. Womer '06

Harold A. Dautch Memorial Scholarships
Brian D. McCawley '05
Michael H. McCormick '04
Jennifer M. Purcell '05
Todd M. Thomas '04

Frederick C. Ebert Scholarship
Cheryl A. Heyman '04

Martin A. Feinrider Scholarship
Lara E. Kasper-Buckareff '04

Ruth and Samuel Friedman Scholarships
Fatimah O. Balogun '05
Karen T. Beltran '05
Hope R. Jay '04
Shanise N. Kent '05

Stanley Grossman Scholarship
Lisa A. Bailey '06

Jacob D. Hyman Scholarships
Jason R. Cassatta '04
Carol A. Farrar-Gembar '05
Michael J. Flannigan '05
Randa R. Hill '04
Joshua Korman '05
Thad G. McMurray '05
Amanda R. Wyzkiewicz '05

John F. Mary A. and Robert J. Lane Scholarships
Thomas L. Kennedy '05
Karine A. Montpetit '04

Norman B. Lewis Scholarships
Leticia D. Astacio '06
Elisha A. Dunn-Georgiou '06

Lipsitz, Green, Fahringer, Roll, Salisbury & Cambria Scholarship
Nicole R. Hart '05

Ira S. Meiselman Scholarships
Yookyoung Choi '06
Amy L. Kedron '06
Crystal J. Rodriguez '06

Adelbert Moot Scholarships
Carri H. Feingold '04
Richard T. Tucker '05

Marie Nesbitt Promise Prize
Monique S. Blackwood '05

Joseph P. Peperone Memorial Scholarship
Ericka N. Bennett '05

Phillips Lytle Scholarships
Fatimah O. Balogun '05
Hajrija Balogun '06
Ericka N. Bennett '05
Steven L. Johnson '05
Minryu S. Kim '05
Candice E. McCrory '05
Lillian Medina-Zelazny '05

Hon. Michael A. Telese Scholarship
Tina R. Washington '05

UB Law Faculty Scholarships
Christina A. Bahr '05
Peter Chae '05
Andrew J. Connelly '04
Thomas M. Gordon '05
Melinda L. Grubowski '05
Susan P. Harkness '05
Sari E. Holderle '05
Kassandra A. King '04
Brian D. Langenfeld '05
Scott M. Lupiani '04
Leah M. Szumach '05
Amanda M. Warner '05
Joseph D. Zargar '05

UB Law Scholarships
Zachary R. Benjamin '05
Ericka N. Bennett '05
Robert P. Mink '04
John L. Rudy '05

Jacob Weissfeld Scholarship
Lisa M. Daniel '04